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Welcome to June! This month brings the summer solstice to us on June 20. This is the
longest day of the year with 12 hours of sunlight. This is a great time to re-visit intentions
and set new ones before Autumn. Maybe Check in on any New Year’s Intentions? The
Summer Solstice is celebrated in different ways around the world. In yoga culture the
number 108 is consider a sacred number. The sun and the moon each measure 108 times
their diameters to the earth. Salute the sun on the summer solstice is 108 sun salutations.
Each Year thousands usually travel to Stonehenge but this year you can experience the
celebration virtually. This is your chance to see the sunset or the sunrise on English
Heritage social media pages or youtube channel for free.
Classic Sun Salutation Steps:
1. When ready, bring your palms together at your
chest, thumbs resting against the sternum
(Mountain Pose). Exhale.
2. Inhale and stretch your arms above your head,
shoulders back and pelvis forward (slight
backward bend in your spine) (Forward Salute Pose).
3. Exhale and bend your knees slightly,
folding forward with your back straight,
lowering your hands to touch the mat on
either side of your feet (Forward Fold Pose).
4. Inhale and move your right foot back, knee touching the floor (Lunge).
5. In pause between breaths, move your left foot back, both knees on the floor (or into Plank Pose).
6. Exhale and lower your chest and nose to the mat (Chaturanga Dandasana or Four-Limbed Staff
Pose).
7. Inhale and lower pelvis while pushing the chest up, arms straight and shoulders back (Cobra Pose).
8. Exhale and raise your tailbone, straightening your arms and legs, pushing your chest toward your
thighs and your heels toward the ground (Downward-Facing Dog).
9. Inhale and bring your right foot forward again, left knee to the ground (Lunge).
10.Exhale and bring your feet together, hands on the floor on either side of your feet (Forward Fold
Position).
11.Inhale and with a straight back, slowly bring your hands up above your head, shoulders back,
pelvis forward (Forward Salute Pose).
12.Exhale and return to the starting position (Mountain Pose).

Food For Your Face, Body, and Hair!
Lemnos beauty oil is food for your face, body and
hair made by our teacher Nicole. It is called Lemnos
Beauty Oil because her father's side of the family
are from Lemnos, Greece and they were olive farmers.
It contains:
•

Organic stone pressed olive oil from Greece which have the most
polypeptides which rebuild collagen and elastin, encourages the skin
to look and act younger and great for hair and scalp.

•

Organic Argan oil which reduces wrinkles, this is what the French
women use. Argan oil is jam-packed with beneficial ingredients like
Vitamin E, Ferulic acid, and fatty acids, as well as antioxidants,
which fight UV rays, and prevents cell damage.
Vitamin C which helps prevent dark spots, prevents and heals sun
damage and evens out skin tone. Vitamin C is also being used to treat
the scalp and thinning hair.

•

It is great to use by itself, under makeup, or under sunblock
Order on Puretomsriveryoga.com/online-store or DM us to Purchase

Meditation Time
Begin by bringing your attention into your body.
You can close your eyes if that’s comfortable for you.
You can notice your body seated wherever you’re seated, feeling the weight of your body on the
chair, on the floor.
Take a few deep breaths.
And as you take a deep breath, bring in more oxygen enlivening the body. And as you exhale, have
a sense of relaxing more deeply.
You can notice your feet on the floor, notice the sensations of your feet touching the floor. The
weight and pressure, vibration, heat.
You can notice your legs against the chair, pressure, pulsing, heaviness, lightness.
Notice your back against the chair.
Bring your attention into your stomach area. If your stomach is tense or tight, let it soften. Take a
breath.
Notice your hands. Are your hands tense or tight. See if you can allow them to soften.
Notice your arms. Feel any sensation in your arms. Let your shoulders be soft.
Notice your neck and throat. Let them be soft. Relax.
Soften your jaw. Let your face and facial muscles be soft.
Then notice your whole body present. Take one more breath.
Be aware of your whole body as best you can. Take a breath. And then when you’re ready, you can
open your eyes.

Did you know statistically women are more likely to visit their doctor’s annually
checkups and preventable services then men? Men die at a higher rate than women
from nine of the ten top causes of death. Men are twice as likely to die prematurely from
diabetes than women. Men are 4 times suicide casualties than women as well. The
purpose of men’s health month is to heighten the awareness of preventable health
problems and encourage early detection and treatment. Also a reminder to take
healthier habits as a man by eating healthier, creating a regular physical activity, and
getting a regular checkup. This is a great time to also show support to the men in your
life with encouragement to live a healthier life, encourage treatment for depression, and
maybe even have them join you on the yoga mat.
In western yoga culture yoga is a female dominated practice which is ironic because
classic yoga was a male-only practice. We talk to a couple of our favorite male yoga
teachers about why they began yoga and what yoga has done for them

Alex Ramos
@Alexinmovement
How long have you been teaching/practicing? I have been
teaching for 5 years and practicing for 7 years.
Why did you begin yoga? I started yoga to hang out with a pretty
lady (check her beautiful soul @kaitlyncardonayoga) that I later
married and started a beautiful family with.
How did you get started? I always say yoga found me when I was ready. Yoga kick started my life
and breathed fire back into my being. When I attended my first class I knew at the last AUM that
this practice will be in my life forever.
What has yoga done for you? Yoga has drastically changed my life. Yoga has given me the
presences to take back control of my life. It has given me confidence to live fully into who I am.
Why do you think it is important for men to practice yoga? I believe it is important that not only men
practice but everyone practices. The presences that can be found on the mat can change a
person’s perspective. When you start to see the world in a present state you start to see how much
your self-imposed perception influences the world around you. When you can break that mold and
learn to respond you can change the energy that you walk with. This shift in energy and presence
rubs off on others and they carry that energy along and so on and so forth. Yoga brings our energy
inward and towards self-reflection and when we reflect we identify our faults and that step of
mindfulness is our first step of changing ourselves and others around us.

RYAN DOYLE
@MOVEMENT_KINNECTION
How long have you been teaching/practicing? I am an E-RYT 200 yoga instructor
who has been teaching since February 2018. Like I said earlier, not counting the
occasional stretching here and there, I’ve been consistently practicing asana for a
little more than 4 years.
Why Did You Begin Yoga? My personal journey to yoga did not begin with physical asana, at least, as long as you don’t
count stretching in between sets at the gym ‘asana’. Instead my journey began through meditation. I was going
through college for statistics and actuarial science, doing as we all do, giving it the good honest college try. This for me
turned out to be more than overwhelming, in fact, it was unfulfilling. I had come to the conclusion mid semester of my
junior year that it all was too much, and I needed to step away. It was in that time of self-reflection finding what I was
meant to do that I discovered meditation. A skill that would become invaluable for me going forward that remains to
be daily practice in my life today. In short, I had no idea I was doing yoga because I thought at the time practicing
yoga meant doing the physical practice. I began that journey for self-reflection and peace of mind as well as to
escape the world around me, only to find myself more deeply connected than ever before.
How did you get started? As a practitioner I got started in my local yoga studio, one that has since shut down since the
beginning of COVID-19. I went through the physical practice selfishly at first: 1) to get an extra workout in per day as well
as to help induce recovery so that I could work out more at my local gym. 2) I have a vast interest in Ido Portal and
movement culture and that developed my expansion of how and why I moved to finding yoga asana. This sparked my
growing interest in being upside down and I hoped I could find some technique pointers in the yoga practice. Fast
forward to teacher training. I was practicing a lot through teacher training where twice a day was normal, and I was
visiting any studios I could to learn more about the practice and to see more styles of teaching to incorporate. It was
that ambition to grow that got me noticed. I would always talk with the instructors and studio owners just so they would
remember my face. When I got out of training I had just continued to go where I had already been going and would
now ask more about openings and sub opportunities. Even if they said there were none, I’d continue to go just so they’d
remember my face and my practice, my mom would always tell me persistence is the key. With the help of my teachers
and my ambition to say yes to any opportunities presented my way I transitioned to a full time instructor in 3 months of
being out of teacher training, it was nothing short of living my dream.
What has yoga done for you? Yoga as a whole has embarked me on a journey where I never thought I find myself,
meeting people, working in places, seeing things that I’d never think I’d see. Yoga was the opportunity to take
everything I thought I knew and expose it. Yoga has not only broken-down walls but created the momentum in my life
to express myself freely and better uplift those around me. Yoga allows me the medium to fearlessly go within to create
a way to resonate the energy around me so all may feel uplifted, brushed by positivity, in order to paint their own
sanctuaries to share. Not to mention, I credit deepening my practice to a direct link with how I pursue the rest of my
life’s passions.
Why do you think it is important for men to practice yoga? I think it’s important for men to practice yoga so that they
may feel a connection with the environment around them to become more intune to life’s subtleties. Connecting within
themselves and around them tends to be hard for men, especially on the emotional level. To address the physical
practice- it really is different than perceived from the outside, it is not all just sitting there in a pose stretching listening to
“woo” for an hour. There is really more of a strength component to practice as a whole that's oversighted and of
course you do end up being more flexible. In yoga you will become to earn control of your movements and greater
proprioceptive awareness of your space. However, the biggest physical take away from practice for me would be
learning breath control. With my private clients we always address the inefficiencies and emotional tie ups in the breath
first. Learning proper breathing techniques is one of the most transferable pieces of the practice that can be
implemented in all aspects of life. Exercise as a whole will become easier, dealing with stress will become lighter and it
will even help address sleep pattern irregularities as well as truly highlight mechanical ineffectiveness all due to poor
breath work.
What is your favorite song to practice yoga to? Honestly this is so hard for me to answer. In the beginning when I would
practice, I would jam out to anything and everything- music choice simply gauged to the pace of practice I wanted to
have. In my teaching and in my practice I have switched to just peaceful tones because I found it makes it easier not to
muddle what I was trying to say in my cuing but I am not completely averted to songs with words while I teach and
certainly not when I practice. Nowadays I’ll play binaural beats or some other type of ambient/ dreamy sounds, even
including meditative buzzing. However, I love to play lion king in class. I usually play it in the very beginning of class while
everyone is still aware and easily influenced by the first few beats to Circle of Life. It’s a great way to lighten the air and
bring everyone together in the space, not to mention how much it truly is the jam to my life

at what moment do two souls meet?
is it in the eyes that greet through light and refraction,
or is it in the frequency of voice reverberating through
space?
is it in the science,
or the ether?
a signal?
maybe a sign?
or does God herself whisper
“time to wake up,”
to the tender places inside
where broken toys
and failures to launch
are stored inside memory pockets
lined with corduroy and Velcro straps…
your mother didn't get you,
and daddy never understood,
and your feelings were too big
for your bones.
even now –
too big.
are you looking for love to fix you?
or would you rather it break you to pieces,
tear you open,
crack your ribs,
shatter your ego,
defile your self-hatred,
kiss you silly,
and make you at ease
as it undresses you with a
touch like a peace treaty,
uniting the spaces between
everything you love
and everything you hate
about yourself...
with words so soft
tears escape the myopia
of your tired and wandering eyes
and you finally realize that
the love you thought you knew
was short-sighted
all along?
you hold my hopes...
my words...
my song...
i don't even know you yet know you belong,
so bring all your broken pieces,
(i see right through),
and I’ll bring mine too,
and we’ll puzzle them together:
all 10,000 pieces,
all 10,000 reasons
for me to love you.

- Abigail Cornero @abbydeveystudio

“I realized yoga was everything when being on my mat
started to feel like a hug coming from the earth.” Erica
Pierson is truly a one of a kind yoga teachers. Inspired by
love and nature her biggest fan is her mother. Erica
graduated from Maui Yoga Shaka in November of 2018.
To find Erica’s teaching schedule you can give her a
follow on Instagram @ericadolphin
Random knowledge about Erica:
What are you doing to pass time during the pandemic?
Making a birdhouse out of wine corks.

If you could be remembered
or one thing, what would it be?
Making people smile
What is one thing you could learn
right now?
How to dance more elegantly
with my hula hoop.

Erica’s Favorites

What is your sign?
Taurus, baby (every Taurus answers this way)

Book- The Untethered Soul
Movie- Edward Scissor Hands
Poem- Breath of Life
Poet/Writer - Rumi
Color- Pink
Song- Hymn by Ashana
Food- Eggplant

Remember the treats we had during our partner
yoga? Krista Morton made these yummy treats and
you can get yourself a Fresh Batch of SomaSnacks
Follow Krista @somasonder
Chocolate chip mini cookies are a great healthier
snack. Great for Father’s Day too!
•gluten free
•dairy free
•soy free
•grain free
$20 for a dozen or $4/pack of two cookies
To place an order, email
info@somasonderdance.com
Http://somasonderdance.com

Vegan Stewed Okras and Tomatoes
Recipe from Healthiersteps.com
Ingredients
1 pound okra, ends trimmed and thickly sliced
1 tablespoon olive oil, or 1/4 cup water
1 medium onion, chopped
4 cloves garlic, minced
2 sprigs thyme, or 1/2 teaspoon dried
4 medium tomatoes, chopped
1/2 teaspoon ground paprika
3/4 teaspoon sea salt
1 pinch of Cayenne pepper
1/2 cup water
Instructions
1. Heat oil or water in a large saucepan over medium-high heat. Add the onions and
cook for 3 minutes until soft.
2. Add garlic and thyme and cook for 1 more minute, stirring constantly. Stir in
tomatoes and cook for 5 minutes stirring constantly.
3. Add okras, paprika, salt, pepper, and water. Stir to combine. Cover saucepan and
cook for about 15-20 minutes.
4. Delicious served with rice, mashed potatoes, or cornbread.

When you meet Morgan you instantly love her! Just ask her cat Marvin! She is the
Owner of O.W.N. One with Nature Jewelry, Yoga Teacher and Co-Owner of Yoga and
Barre Haven, Travel Enthusiast, and an OMazing Human. Through O.W.N Morgan
makes Malas, Necklaces, Earrings, and Rings with her whole heart. Some Pieces are
even with pieces of nature from around the world but especially from our beautiful state.
Morgan also will fix any malas that need to be reborn. Check Out one of Morgan’s Yoga
Classes, Myofascial Release Class, and her Art on one of the following Instasgrams:
@morgs1107 @_o_w_n_j_e_w_e_l_r_y_ @yogaandbarrehaven
When did you start O.W.N jewelry? I started making jewelry just for fun around
2014. I would cut down little pieces of bamboo and dry them out to make earrings
and necklaces. I remember sitting outside creating and the name “one with nature”
came to me. Outside of the bamboo craze (which I never sold), I used little rocks and
shells that I had collected during my travels. This was the year that I opened an Etsy
shop but I never seriously listed anything until 2018.
What inspires your creativity? Oh gosh, creativity stems from lots of sources! I
would have to say mostly from traveling. I’m so inspired by the work of Artisans from
other cultures. The best part of O.W.N is being able to bring home a little piece of the
places I’ve visited. Whether it be a shell, a piece of seaglass, a feather, or a rock, it’s
a memory of my experiences. Helping Mother Earth has been my latest spark in
creativity. In an initiative to keep her clean, recycling broken glass has become a
staple in my newest sea glass pieces.
What have you learned from creating jewelry? I’ve learned that it’s okay to
expand. It’s okay to try things outside of what you’re known for making and it’s okay
to be honest in your learning process. I love that it’s kind of like yoga, something that
can never be truly mastered because once you master one thing, there’s always
something else to learn. This keeps it feeling like a hobby and not a job. There are
just some things that choose you and you would do them even if no one ever bought
a single thing from you, you know?
What is your favorite piece of jewelry you made and why? Mmm this one is super
tough! I would have to say that I enjoy making custom pieces the most. They’re the
most memorable, especially if someone gives me a stone or shell from their travels or
their favorite place. It just feels so special!
If you had to describe yourself what would your description be? Hmm haha, I
guess you could say I’m a hippie spirit with a drive. I get excited and passionate
super easily. Those spikes also fade fairly quickly (so many hobbies...dream catchers
are super hard to make btw haha) except for yoga and jewelry-making, they’ve stuck
with me. I’m always barefoot. I crave depth. No matter how long I’ve been teaching
yoga / making jewelry, I always feel like a student. I love learning. I’m a softy for the
animals. I’m plant-based. Sitting by the water is my favorite meditation spot. I like to
keep life simple. I think there’s a time and place for everything that brings you joy.
Even twerking. ;)

Random Facts about Morgan:
What is your Sign: Aries
Which Artist are you currently listening to while you flow or
create your art: Right now I’m on repeat with Nahko +
Medicine for the People’s new album, it’s divine. I love so
many artists but recently I find myself turning on Rising
Appalachia when I make my jewelry..
One thing you have learned during this pandemic:
Slow down and keep living simple with Mother Earth’s best
interest in mind. I didn’t realize until this pandemic that my
“relaxed state” wasn’t even close to being relaxed. Our
society puts working non-stop on a pedestal, so it was hard to
justify spending time on things that weren’t in my field of
income. In quarantine I’ve started playing the ukulele, reading
stories and dancing tons. I’ve done a lot of diving inward,
giving myself space to feel without judgement. My days look
drastically different, but I’m really starting to embody the
concept that doing nothing holds the same value as checking
everything off of your to-do list.
One place you want to travel to: The Milford Sound in New
Zealand
Favorite Food: watermelon
If you can go back in time to high school what would you say
to yourself
Don’t fight how you feel about something just because it
doesn’t fit into the box that you think you’re supposed to live
in. Instead, embody how you feel and don’t worry about being
different or fitting in. Movement, like yoga, will take you out of
your mind and into your body. This will help you learn who
you are. Lastly, don’t worry so much about college because
you end up teaching yoga and making jewelry. ;)

Check her etsy page:
jewelsonewithnature.etsy.com

Last Month to Join in and Rack Up Some Points and
Join in on Instagram for Some Fun to win a Prize
Up for a Challenge?
OMgoddess Scavenger Hunt
Think King of the Road meets Yoga. Each Time you
complete a Challenge you receive points. At the end
of June we will tally up the points for a winner. Post a
Picture of the Following and #Omgoddesschallenge
- Puppy with your puppy (50 pts)
-Yoga with your family (50 pts)
-Warrior 2 on the wall (25 pts)
-Sphinx with a cat (50 pts)
-Double plank with a family member (100 pts)
- Arm balance on an object (150 pts)
- Side Plank on a couch (25 pts)
- Tree pose holding 2 eggs (25 pts)
- Downdog over a pet or family member (50 pts)
- Wheel over a pet or family member (50 pts)
- Tree and eat a snack (25 pts)
- Take a Virtual Yoga Class- Snap a Pic (75 pts)
- Any Acro Pose (100 pts)
- Inversion at the wall (75 pts)
- Chair pose over a chair (25 pts)
- Low plank and read a book (50 pts)
- Pigeon Pose & chill -Netflix in the background (75
pts)
- Pour a drink in warrior 3 (150 pts)
- Tree Pose next to a tree (25 pts)
-Malasana next to the mailbox (25 pts)
Double points for wearing Pure Toms River gear

Practice Social Distance and get out in Nature this June
Check out these great spots:
Buttermilk Falls Loop
Island Beach State Park
Edwin B. Forsythe National Wildlife Refuge
Mercer County Park
Delaware Water Gap
Cattus Island County Park

Local Businesses to Support- Check their Instagrams

@stellaelunashop
Point Pleasant
Amazing Gift Shop
Check out the new
Mandala Mask!

@joesbagelgrilltomsriver
Drive Thru Bagels and
More Right on Fischer
Blvd. – Also does
Smoothies – try the
Hanging 10

@shorefreshmealprep
Serving Ocean and
Monmouth County with
Meal Prep
Get 15% off with Code
Puretryoga

@amendment21nj
Point Pleasant
Walk up to their new
window and check out
their cocktail menu and
grab the pretzel of the
day

@pjs_place
Seaside Heights
Great Food and
Curbside Pickup
Try the
Mussels Blanco!

@shadedvision
Lavallette
Family Owned Surf
Boutique – Remember
Grogs? Midnight
Madness? You can pick
up a Grog’s Hoodie

Music to Flow to:
Water by Dj Drez
Black Horse and a Cherry Tree by KT Tunstall
Another Story by Head and the Heart
Careless Whisper by George Michael
Modonna by Jude Christodal

Spread The Hope
@bluewaveprinting is a strong believer of
supporting the community. Located right
here in toms river they began disturbing
gallons of ‘HOPE’ Hand Sanitizer throughout
the Jersey Shore ensuring our community is
protected. Check out there Instagram page
to see all the great work that they are doing

We Love
You and
There is
Nothing
You Can Do
About It

Want to Be Feature in OMgoddess Newsletter?
Email Us at ashleydesaro@gmail.com
Create by Ashley DeSaro and Eric Ferrone

